
Coexistence of QoS and Best-E�ort Flows | Routing and Scheduling �Klara Nahrstedt, Shigang ChenDepartment of Computer ScienceUniversity of Illinois at Urbana-Champaignfklara,s-chen5g@cs.uiuc.eduAbstractThe future high-speed networks will need to supportdiverse tra�c and provide services to ows with Qual-ity of Service (QoS) requirements as well as to beste�ort ows. In this paper we analyze the coexistenceof the QoS and best e�ort ows from the routing andscheduling point of view. We concentrate in our rout-ing and scheduling analysis on the network bandwidthresource. We present two sets of source routing al-gorithms: (1) the bandwidth-constrained routing withimprecise state information for QoS ows, and (2) themaxmin fair routing for best e�ort ows. The routinganalysis includes an extensive description of variousalgorithms in their domains and their complexity dis-cussion. Furthermore, we discuss two level hierarchicalscheduling which is tailored towards the needs raisedby the coexistence of QoS and best e�ort ows. Weshow that this scheduling design accomplishes two de-sign goals (1) guaranteeing QoS for QoS ows and (2)ensuring fairness for best e�ort ows, and the overheadis reasonably small and comparable with the time com-plexity of the single-level fair queuing scheduling.1 IntroductionThe future high-speed networks will carry many con-current ows with diverse requirements. Hence, it iscrucial that the network bandwidth and other net-work resources are shared e�ectively and fairly amongall competing ows. In this paper we will considertwo sets of ows: QoS ows which post QoS require-ments on the established end-to-end path, and beste�ort ows which do not have any speci�c QoS re-�This work was supported by the ARPA grant under contractnumber F30602-97-2-0121 and the National Science FoundationCareer grant under contract number NSF CCR 96-23867.

quirements on the established end-to-end path. Thereexist numerous network services which need to be ex-amined and revisited when coexistence of these owsis studied. In this paper we will analyze two networkservices: Routing and Scheduling. In our analysis wewill concentrate on network bandwidth resource.1.1 RoutingIn general, the problem of routing is di�cult due to anumber of reasons.� First, distributed applications such as teleconfer-ence, video-on-demand, Internet phone and web-based games have very diverse QoS constraintson delay, delay jitter, lose ratio, bandwidth, etc.Multiple constraints often make the QoS routingproblem intractable. In particular, �nding theleast-cost path with one path constraint or �ndinga feasible path with two independent path con-straints is NP-complete [11].� Second, any future integrated-service network willcarry both QoS tra�c and best-e�ort tra�c,which makes the issue of performance optimiza-tion complicated. A primary task of routing is tomaximize the resource e�ciency, which is mea-sured by two goals. One goal is to maximize thenumber of QoS ows that are admitted into thenetwork, which is equivalent to minimize the call-blocking ratio. The other goal is to optimize thethroughput and responsiveness of best-e�ort traf-�c. The two goals may contradict each other.That is because (1) the �rst goal considers onlyQoS tra�c, (2) the second goal considers onlybest-e�ort tra�c and (3) however the two types oftra�c may have very di�erent distributions. Gen-erally speaking, it is hard to determine the bestoperating point for both types of tra�c if their1



distributions are independent. Although the QoStra�c will not be a�ected by the best-e�ort traf-�c due to resource reservation, the throughput ofthe best-e�ort tra�c will su�er if the overall traf-�c is misjudged. For example, links with lightQoS tra�c may have heavy best-e�ort tra�c, andby many QoS routing algorithms, these links areoften considered as good candidates for new QoSows, which however causes the already congestedbest-e�ort tra�c even more congested.� Third, the network state changes dynamically dueto transient load uctuation, connections in andout, and links up and down. The growing networksize makes it increasingly di�cult to gather up-to-date state information in a dynamic environ-ment, particularly when wireless communicationis involved. The performance of a QoS routingalgorithm can be seriously degraded if the stateinformation being used is outdated.In this paper we present two sets of source routingalgorithms: (1) the bandwidth-constrained routing withimprecise state information for QoS ows, and (2) themaxmin fair routing for best e�ort ows. The goalof our bandwidth-constrained routing algorithm withimprecise state informations is to maximize the proba-bility of success in �nding a feasible path for a new QoSow in a dynamic network environment. The goal ofour maxmin fair routing algorithm is to assign routesto new best e�ort ows such that the performance ofthe maxmin bandwidth allocation can be maximized.The routing analysis includes an extensive descriptionof various algorithms in their domains and their com-plexity discussion.1.2 SchedulingScheduling of ows with diverse network requirementscan be done by a single-level weighed fair queuing algo-rithms. However, the complexity of this algorithm in-creases with the number of ows and the book-keepingof ow states becomes more complex. Hence, a hi-erarchical scheduling is more appropriate to deployas it scales better towards the increasing number ofows with di�erent network requirements. We modi-�ed the hierarchical fair queuing scheduling algorithmproposed by Bennett and Zhang [2] and tuned it to-wards speci�c needs raised by the co-existence of QoSows and best e�ort ows.

In this paper we discuss the two-level hierarchicalscheduling. The top scheduler schedules a QoS serverand best-e�ort server which enforce the bandwidthQoS requirements for QoS ows and ensure fairnessfor best e�ort ows. Both servers as well as the toplevel scheduler use weighted fair queuing for bandwidthallocation. We show that this scheduler design ac-complishes the two design goals (guaranteeing QoS forQoS ows and ensuring fairness for best e�ort ows),and the overhead is reasonably small and comparablewith the time complexity of the single-level fair queu-ing scheduling.1.3 OutlineThe core of the paper is divided into four sections.The Section 2 presents the network model and speci-�es the notation for the bandwidth partition betweenthe QoS and best e�ort ows. Section 3 describesbandwidth-constrained routing algorithms using theimprecise state model. Section 4 analyses the best ef-fort maxmin routing algorithmwhich uses the fairness-throughput relation for route �nding and allocation.Furthermore, we will discuss an approximation algo-rithmwhich decreases the communication overhead forcollecting the routes of all ows. Section 5 proposesan integrated hierarchical packet scheduling which en-forces network bandwidth for both QoS and best e�ortows. The paper concludes with Section 6.2 ModelA network is modeled as a set V of nodes that are in-terconnected by a set E of full-duplex, directed com-munication links. Let F be the set of ows in the net-work. We study connection-oriented networks whereeach ow has a �xed source (destination) and is as-signed a �xed route through which all packets of thatow are transmitted in the FIFO order [5, 13, 12]. Fora ow f 2 F , the set of links on its route is denotedas L(f). The set of ows through a link l is denotedas F (l).We study two types of ows in this paper. A QoSow f has a bandwidth requirement B(f), which mustbe guaranteed (reserved for f on each link in L(f)) inorder to ensure an acceptable quality. An example isan audio session between two remote users. The setof QoS ows in the network is denoted as Fqos. Theset of QoS ows through a link l is denoted as Fqos(l).2



A best-e�ort ow can operate at any bandwidth level,and hence the reservation of bandwidth is not needed.Examples are �le transmission (ftp), web-page down-load and database retrieval. The set of best-e�ort owsin the network is denoted as Fbest. The set of best-e�ort ows through a link l is denoted as Fbest(l). Wehave Fqos + Fbest = F and Fqos(l) + Fbest(l) = F (l).Each link l has a bandwidth capacity C(l), amongwhich the part reserved by the QoS ows is denoted asCqos(l) and the part available to the best-e�ort owsis denoted as Cbest(l). Cqos(l) = �f2Fqos(l)B(f), andCbest(l) = C(l)� Cqos(l). It is clear that the values ofCqos(l) and Cbest(l) are not �xed. When a new QoSow f is routed through l, Cqos(l) is increased by B(f)and Cbest(l) is decreased by the same amount. In or-der to prevent the best-e�ort ows from being starved,Cqos(l) is upper-bounded by �C(l), where � is a systemparameter less than 1. For every link l, the conditionCqos(l) � �C(l) must always be satis�ed. Hence, thebandwidth for best-e�ort ows is at least (1� �)C(l).A new QoS ow f with B(f) requirement can beaccepted by a link l only if �C(l) � Cqos(l) � B(f).�C(l)�Cqos(l) is called the residual bandwidth of l andis denoted as bandwidth(l). A simple path p consistsof a set of connected links. The residual bandwidth ofa path is de�ned asbandwidth(p) = minl2p fbandwidth(l)g3 QoS Routing3.1 Bandwidth-constrained routing andimprecise state informationWe study the bandwidth-constrained routing prob-lem, i.e., �nding a path p from s to t such thatbandwidth(p) � B, where s, t and B are the sourcenode, the destination node and the bandwidth require-ment 1 of a new QoS ow, respectively. Any path froms to t satisfying the above constraint is called a feasiblepath.We use the source routing strategy [7, 12, 14], inwhich every node maintains an image of the global net-work state, based on that a routing path is computedat the source node. However, the global state, which1We use B as an abbreviation of B(f) when only a single QoSow is in discussion.

hV;Ei the set V of nodes and the set E of links inthe networkF the set of ows in the networkFqos the set of QoS ows in the networkFbest the set of best-e�ort ows in the networkF (l) the set of ows through a link l, F (l) � FFqos(l) the set of QoS ows through a link lFbest(l) the set of best-e�ort ows through a link lL(f) the set of links on the route of a ow fB(f) the bandwidth requirement of a QoS ow fC(l) the capacity of a link lCqos(l) the bandwidth reserved by the QoS ows inFqos(l)�C(l) the maximumbandwidth that can be reservedby the QoS ows, Cqos(l) � �C(l)Cbest(l) the bandwidth available to the best-e�ortows in Fbest(l), Cbest(l) = C(l) �Cqos(l)bandwidth(l) the residual bandwidth of a link l,bandwidth(l) = �C(l)� Cqos(l)Table 1: Notationsis typically maintained by a link-sate ( or distance-vector) protocol, is inherently imprecise in a dynamicnetwork where the tra�c load changes constantly.The imprecision is especially noticeable in large wide-area networks due to the following reasons. First,it takes non-negligible propagation delay for a localstate change to be broadcasted to other nodes. Sec-ond, a link-state (or distance-vector) protocol updatesthe state information periodically or upon triggeringwhen signi�cant state change is detected. There ex-ists a tradeo� between the update frequency and theoverhead involved. For large scale networks, the exces-sive communication overhead often makes it imprac-tical for the update frequency to be high enough tocope with the dynamics of network parameters suchthe bandwidth availability on every link. Third, thehierarchical approach is likely to be used to solve thescalability problem of routing in large networks [10].However, the state aggregation in hierarchical routingincreases the level of imprecision [12].The imprecision of state information directly a�ectsthe routing performance. The goal of our algorithmis to maximize the probability of success in �nding afeasible path in a dynamic network environment wherethe available information is imprecise. In the following,we shall �rst propose an imprecise state model, basedon which the routing algorithm is described.3



Bl the estimated residual bandwidth ofa link l�Bl the estimated maximum change of Blbefore the next update periodTable 2: Notations3.2 Imprecise state modelEvery node maintains a state vector which has an en-try, denoted as Bl, for every link l 2 E.1) Bandwidth: Bl keeps the residual bandwidthavailable on link l.Bl is updated periodically by a link-state protocol.It is inherently imprecise in a dynamic network as dis-cussed in Section 3.1. We propose a simple imprecisestate model which can be easily implemented. An ad-ditional state variable �Bl is required.2) Bandwidth Variation: �Bl keeps the esti-mated maximum change of Bl before the next update.The actual residual bandwidth of link l, denoted asbandwidth(l), is expected to be between Bl��Bl andBl +�Bl in the next period.In the following, we describe a possible way to cal-culate �Bl. �Bl is updated periodically together withBl. Consider an arbitrary update of �Bl and Bl. Let�Boldl and �Bnewl be the values of �Bl before andafter the update, respectively. Similarly, let Boldl andBnewl be the values of Bl before and after the update,respectively. Bnewl is provided by a link-state protocol.�Bnewl is calculated as follows.�Bnewl = � ��Boldl + (1� �)� jBnewl � Boldl jThe above formula is similar to the one used by TCPto estimate the round-trip delay. The factor � (< 1)determines how fast the history information (�Boldl )is forgotten, and (1� �) determines how fast �Bnewlconverges to jBnewl �Boldl j.By the above formula, it is still possible for theactual residual bandwidth to be out of the range[Bl � �Bl; Bl + �Bl]. One way to make such prob-ability negligible small is to enlarge �Bl. Hence, weshall modify the formula and introduce another factor� (> 1).�Bnewl = � ��Boldl + (1� �)� � � jBnewl � Boldl j

�Bnewl converges to � � jBnewl � Boldl j at a speed de-termined by (1� �).The most related work was done by Guerin andOrda [12] and by Lorenz and Orda [14]. Their im-precision model is based on the probability distribu-tion functions. For instance, every node maintains, forevery link l, the probability pl(w) of link l having aresidual bandwidth of w units, where w ranges fromzero to maximum possible value. The problem of howto maintain the probability distribution was not dis-cussed. Our imprecision model is much simpler. Forevery link l, a node maintains two values, Bl and �Bl,from which the probability pl(w) can be derived, asshown in Section 3.3.3.3 Routing algorithmThe purpose of our routing algorithm is to maximizethe probability of success in �nding a feasible path,givenBl and �Bl, 8l 2 E. An important part of the al-gorithm is to calculate the probability of a link l satis-fying a given bandwidth requirement. Such a probabil-ity is determined by the probability distribution func-tion of bandwidth(l). Let us consider the simple case.Assume that bandwidth(l) is a random variable whosevalue is uniformly distributed in [Bl��Bl; Bl+�Bl].The probability density function of bandwidth(l) isf(x) = ( 12�Bl x 2 [Bl ��Bl; Bl + �Bl]0 x 62 [Bl ��Bl; Bl + �Bl]Consider a new ow which source node, destinationnode and bandwidth requirement are s, t and B, re-spectively. The probability of a link l satisfying thebandwidth requirement isPr(bandwidth(l) � B)= Z +1B f(x) dx= 8>><>>:Bl+�Bl�B2�Bl B 2 [Bl ��Bl; Bl +�Bl]1 B < Bl ��Bl0 B > Bl +�BlThe probability of a path p satisfying the require-ment is4



Pr(bandwidth(p) � B)= �l2pPr(bandwidth(l)� B)= 8<:�l2pminfBl+�Bl�B;2�Blg2�Bl 8l 2 p; B < Bl +�Bl0 9l 2 p; B � Bl +�BlThe routing algorithm is designed to �nd a path pfrom s to t which maximizes Pr(bandwidth(p) � B).Algorithm 1.1. Let E 0 = f ljB < Bl + �Bl; l 2 Eg. Remove alllinks in E�E 0, and the resulting graph is denotedas hV;E 0i. If there does not exist a path from sto t in hV;E 0i, reject the ow and return.2. 8l 2 E 0, a weight wl = �logminfBl+�Bl�B;2�Blg2�Blis assigned.3. Use the Dijstra's shortest path algorithm to �ndthe least-weighted 2 path p from s to t in hV;E 0i.4. Select p as the routing path. If the ow is success-fully established through p, return. Otherwise,reject the ow and return.We can also assume other distribution functions forbandwidth(l). A more generic routing algorithm is pre-sented below:Algorithm 2.1. Let E 0 = f ljPr(bandwidth(l) � B) > 0; l 2 Eg.Remove all links inE�E 0, and the resulting graphis denoted as hV;E 0i. If there does not exist a pathfrom s to t in hV;E 0i, reject the ow and return.2. 8l 2 E 0, a weight wl = �log Pr(bandwidth(l) �B) is assigned.3. Use the Dijstra's shortest path algorithm to �ndthe least-weighted path p from s to t in hV;E 0i.4. Select p as the routing path. If the ow is success-fully established through p, return. Otherwise,reject the ow and return.where the value of Pr(bandwidth(l) � B); l 2 E isdetermined by the probability distribution function ofbandwidth(l).2The least-weighted path p is the one which minimizes �l2pwl.

The design goal of Algorithm 2 is to maximize theprobability for the selected path to satisfy the band-width requirement. It does not consider other opti-mization criteria such as the path length. When thereexist many paths that satisfy the QoS requirement,the shortest path in terms of number of hops is oftendesired due to a better statistical performance [15]. Al-gorithm 3 tries to take the path length into account.Let ds;t be the distance between the source s and thedestination t.Algorithm 31. Let E 0 = f ljPr(bandwidth(l) � B) > 0; l 2 Eg.Remove all links in E�E 0, and the resulting graphis denoted as hV;E 0i. If there does not exist a pathfrom s to t in hV;E 0i, reject the ow and return.2. 8l 2 E, a weight wl = �log Pr(bandwidth(l) �B) is assigned.3. Run the Bellman-Ford algorithm, which consistsof jV j � 1 iterations.(a) After the ds;tth iteration, it �nds the least-weighted path P0 from s to t with a lengthof ds;t.(b) After the (ds;t + 1)th iteration, it �nds theleast-weighted path P1 from s to t with alength of no more than ds;t + 1.(c) After the (jV j � 1)th iteration, it �nds theleast-weighted path P2 among all simplepaths from s to t.4. Select P0 as the routing path. If the ow is suc-cessfully established through P0, return. Other-wise, go to the next step.5. If P1 = P0, go to the next step. Otherwise, selectP1 as the routing path. If the ow is successfullyestablished through P1, return. Otherwise, go tothe next step.6. Select P2 as the routing path. If the ow is suc-cessfully established through P2, return. Other-wise, reject the ow and return.4 Best-E�ort RoutingFor the best-e�ort ows, we shall �rst review themaxmin bandwidth allocation, based on which a new5



routing policy, called the maxmin fair routing, is de-�ned. Throughout this section, we call Cbest(l) theavailable bandwidth (capacity) for best e�ort ows oflink l.4.1 Maxmin Bandwidth Allocation4.1.1 Brief ReviewThe maxmin allocation was �rst proposed by Ja�e[9] as a ow control technique which distributes thenetwork bandwidth fairly among the best-e�ort ows.Much further research [1, 3, 4, 5, 17] has been donesince then. It has been accepted by the ATM Forumas one of the tra�c management approaches for theABR(Available Bit Rate) service.Its name comes from the fact that the maxmin al-location always maximizes the bandwidth allocatedto those ows that receive the minimum bandwidthamong all ows. The maxmin allocation has two basicproperties:1. Fairness property: At each link l, every owf 2 Fbest(l) is allocated an equal share of theavailable bandwidth Cbest(l). However, if f re-ceives a lower bandwidth at another link on itsroute, the bandwidth of f is allocated accordingto the bandwidth allocation at the bottleneck linkon its route.2. Maximum throughput property: The entire avail-able bandwidth Cbest(l) must be allocated to theows in Fbest(l) unless every ow f in Fbest(l) hasa bottleneck link elsewhere on its route which lim-its the maximum bandwidth f can receive.The maxmin bandwidth of each best-e�ort ow isdetermined by the bottleneck link on its route. Aglobal bottleneck based algorithm which assigns themaxmin bandwidth to each best-e�ort ow was de-scribed in [5, 16] and is briey summarized below. Adistributed algorithm was given in [9].A global bottleneck link lb is de�ned as the linkwhich has the smallest bandwidth per ow, Cbest(lb)jFbest(lb)j .Since lb is the most congested link in the network, itis the bottleneck link for each ow f 2 Fbest(lb). Weallocate an equal share of the available bandwidth, i.e.Cbest(lb)jFbest(lb)j , to each f . Then all ows in Fbest(lb) are re-moved from the network. The available bandwidth ofevery a�ected link is reduced by the amount consumed

by the removed ows: For each f 2 Fbest(lb), the avail-able bandwidth of every link on the route of f is re-duced by Cbest(lb)jFbest(lb)j . After that, the above procedure isrepeated until every ow is assigned a bandwidth andremoved from the network.4.1.2 Fairness-Throughput OptimalityWe formalize an important property for the maxminallocation. A feasible bandwidth allocation 	 : Fbest !R+ is a function which satis�es the following condition8l 2 E; �f2Fbest(l)	(f) � Cbest(l)Let 	(Fbest) be the list of values (	(f) j 8f 2 Fbest)in the increasing order. Note that in mathematics	(Fbest) normally represents a set of values f	(f)jf 2Fbestg. In this paper we make a di�erent interpretationby introducing an increasing order to 	(Fbest) and us-ing it as an ordered list. A link l is said to be saturatedby 	 if �f2Fbest(l)	(f) = Cbest(l)De�nition 1 Given two feasible bandwidth alloca-tions 	 and 	0 on Fbest, we de�ne the fairness-throughput relations: (1) 	(Fbest) = 	0(Fbest) if thetwo lists are identical, and (2) 	(Fbest) > 	0(Fbest) ifthere exists a pre�x of 	(Fbest), (b1; b2; :::; bi), and apre�x of 	0(Fbest), (b01; b02; :::; b0i), such that bi > b0i andbj = b0j ; 1 � j � i� 1.The above relations place a total order on the setof all feasible allocations. The ordering is basedon two performance measurements, fairness andthroughput. In more descriptive and less precisewords, an allocation is larger than the other if it isfairer and/or generates more throughput, which is il-lustrated by Figure 1, where three best-e�ort ows,f1, f2 and f3, share two links with available band-widths 8 and 10, respectively. Consider three dif-ferent allocations, 	1, 	2 and 	3. By De�nition 1,	1(Fbest) > 	2(Fbest), The reason is that 	1 is faireras it splits the available bandwidth of link l1 equallybetween f1 and f2 and thus maximizes the smallest el-ement in the list of 	1(Fbest). 	3 is also fair. However,it does not fully utilize the capacity of link l2. Hence,	1(Fbest) > 	3(Fbest).Fairness and throughput are often conicting mea-surements. For example, 	2(Fbest) has more overall6
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     (F       ) = (2,6,8)     (F       ) = (4,4,6)      (F       ) = (4,4,4)Figure 1: Consider three di�erent allocations, 	1(Fbest) = (4; 4; 6), 	2(Fbest) = (2; 6; 8), and 	3(Fbest) =(4; 4; 4), among which 	1 is the maxmin fair allocation. 	1(Fbest) > 	2(Fbest) because it is fairer. 	1(Fbest) >	3(Fbest) because it generates more overall throughput.throughput 3 but 	1(Fbest) is fairer between f1 and f2.The fairness-throughput relations de�ned in De�nition1 evaluate an allocation based on a measurement whichprovides a tradeo� between the fairness and the over-all throughput. We shall establish a theorem showingthat the maxmin allocation maximizes the fairness-throughput performance, i.e. 	m(Fbest) � 	(Fbest),where 	 is an arbitrary feasible allocation and 	m isthe notation specially for the maxmin allocation hereand in the rest of the paper. The proof of the followingtheorem can be found in [6].Theorem 1 	m(Fbest) � 	(Fbest), for any feasibleallocation 	.4.2 Maxmin RoutingIn this section, the optimization property of themaxmin bandwidth allocation illustrated in Theorem 1is extended from the domain of ow control to the do-main of routing. We �rst de�ne the concept ofmaxminrouting.4.2.1 De�nition of Maxmin RoutingLet hV;Ei be a network where bandwidth is alway al-located to ows by maxmin. Let Fbest be the set ofexisting best-e�ort ows, each of which has a �xedroute. Consider a new best-e�ort ow f0. The taskof routing is to assign a route r to f0. Each di�er-ent route for f0 results in a di�erent maxmin band-width allocation 	m;r on Fbest Sff0g. The purposeof maxmin routing is to �nd a route r such that	m;r(FbestSff0g) � 	m;r0(FbestSff0g), for any fea-sible route r0 of f0.The maxmin routing is a new problem which is dif-ferent from the maxmin allocation studied by the pre-3We de�ne the overall throughput as the aggregate throughputof all ows.

vious publications. The problem solved by the latteris as follows: given a network and a set of ows with�xed routes, how to assign the network bandwidth tothe ows such that the network performance is opti-mized. The maxmin routing, however, assumes thenetwork bandwidth is assigned based on the maxminallocation. It then introduces another dimension, newows. The problem to be solved is how to assign routesto new ows such that the performance of the maxminallocation can be maximized.4.2.2 Maxmin Routing AlgorithmThe maxmin routing algorithm �rst adds f0 to everylink in the network 4 and then iteratively removes f0from the links which have the smallest per-ow band-width until the route for f0 is found. By removing f0from the links with the smallest bandwidth per ow,the algorithm e�ectively routes f0 around the mostcongested links and therefore maximizes the band-width allocated to the congested ows, which equalsmaximizing the low end of 	m;r and thus equals max-imizing 	m;r because the low end of 	m;r is of moresigni�cance by de�nition.The algorithm below consists of two phases. In the�rst phase, the bottleneck link of f0 is found, whichdetermines the maxmin bandwidth for f0; in the sec-ond phase, the algorithm �nds the rest of the routewhich maximizes 	m;r . We mark links either greenor red. Green links are candidates to form a routefor f0; red links are either not on any paths fromthe source to the destination or considered to be con-gested and thus rejected by the algorithm. A pathconsisting of only green links is called a green path.When we say \remove a best-e�ort ow f from the net-work", we mean, 8l 2 L(f); Fbest(l) = Fbest(l) � ffg4Note that we are not adding the ow to the links of the realnetwork but to the data structure representing the network at anode doing the source routing.7



and Cbest(l) = Cbest(l) � 	m;r(f), where 	m;r(f) isthe bandwidth assigned to the ow by the algorithm.When we say the source (destination), we mean thesource (destination) of f0. The �rst phase of the algo-rithm is as follows.1. For every link l that is on a path from the sourceto the destination, add f0 to Fbest(l) and mark las a green link. Mark other links red.2. Find the global bottleneck link lb which has thesmallest bandwidth per ow, Cbest(lb)jFbest(lb)j .(a) If lb is a red link, 5 theni. assign bandwidth Cbest(lb)jFbest(lb)j to every owin Fbest(lb),ii. remove all ows in Fbest(lb) as well aslink lb from the network, andiii. repeat Step 2.(b) If lb is a green link and not all green pathsfrom the source to the destination pass lb,theni. remove f0 from Fbest(lb),ii. mark lb as a red link, andiii. repeat Step 2.(c) If lb is a green link and all green paths fromthe source to the destination pass lb, theni. lb is the bottleneck link for f0, and willbe denoted as l0 in the second phase,ii. assign bandwidth Cbest(lb)jFbest(lb)j to every owin Fbest(lb) including f0,iii. remove all ows in Fbest(lb) except f0from the network, 6 andiv. go to the second phase of the algorithm.Let l0 be the bottleneck link of f0, which is foundat Step 2(c) in the �rst phase. Let 	m;r(f0) be thebandwidth assigned to f0. The second phase is to �ndthe rest links which together with l0 will form a routefor f0. It has the same control structure as the �rstphase except the subtle di�erences in the calculationof the global bottleneck and the treatment of f0. The5By the construction of the algorithm, f0 62 Fbest(lb) if lb is ared link; f0 2 Fbest(lb) if lb is a green link.6We can not remove f0 from the network because the routeof f0, i.e. L(f0), is unknown.

�rst phase focuses on �nding the bottleneck link l0and determining 	m;r(f0) whereas the second phasefocuses on �nding the rest of the route. Their con-ceptual di�erences make us decide to separate them,which also seems to make the algorithm more under-standable. When the second phase terminates, L(f0)contains the links which form the route for f0.1. L(f0) = fl0g.2. Among the links in E � L(f0), �nd the globalbottleneck link lb which has the smallest band-width per ow. The bandwidth per ow of a linkl 2 E � L(f0) is calculated by Cbest(l)�	m;r (f0)jFbest(l)j�1 if lis a green link or Cbest(lb)jFbest(lb)j if l is a red link.(a) If lb is a red link, theni. assign bandwidth Cbest(lb)jFbest(lb)j to every owin Fbest(lb),ii. remove all ows in Fbest(lb) as well aslink lb from the network,iii. repeat Step 2.(b) If lb is a green link and not all green pathsfrom the source to the destination pass lb,theni. remove f0 from Fbest(lb),ii. mark lb as a red link, andiii. repeat Step 2.(c) If lb is a green link and all green paths fromthe source to the destination pass lb, theni. L(f0) = L(f0)Sflbg,ii. assign bandwidth Cbest(lb)�	m;r(f0)jFbest(lb)j�1 to ev-ery ow in Fbest(lb) except f0,iii. remove all ows in Fbest(lb) except f0from the network, andiv. terminate if the links in L(f0) form apath from the source to the destination,or repeat Step 2 otherwise.4.2.3 DiscussionThe maxmin routing avoids the congested links bymarking them red, and routes f0 along those linkswhose per-ow bandwidth is as large as possible.Hence, it helps to improve the overall throughput ofthe network. However, in a long term, fairness maycontradict throughput as the proposed algorithm may8



select an excessively long path which reduces the over-all bandwidth available for ows arriving successively.Research showed that short routing paths tend to yieldhigh overall throughput [15]. The proposed algorithmcan be modi�ed to take the path length into consider-ation. A maximum allowable length is speci�ed for anew ow based on the distance from the source to thedestination. After marking a green link l red, the algo-rithm tests whether there still exists a green path fromthe source to the destination whose length is boundedby the maximum allowable length. If the answer isfalse, the algorithm marks l back green, selects theshortest green path from the source to the destinationand then terminates.4.3 An Approximation AlgorithmThe proposed maxmin routing algorithm requires theknowledge of the routes of all existing ows. Whenows join and leave the network frequently, the com-munication overhead for collecting the routes of allows will be excessively high. Many routing algo-rithms [16, 19, 20] rely on the state information of thelinks in the network, instead of that of the ows. Thestate of the links can be collected and maintained ateach node by the link-state algorithm [18], which hasbeen implemented on many internetworks. In the fol-lowing, we approximate the proposed maxmin routingalgorithm by using a new state de�ned on each link.Each link l monitors the actual data rate r(f) ofevery ow f 2 Fbest(l).7 By using the dynamic band-width allocation discussed in the next section, the ac-tual data rate of a ow will approximate the expectedmaxmin bandwidth. The link l keeps track of the setF bbest(l) of ows whose bottleneck links are l. How tomaintain F bbest(l) is also discussed in the next section.Note that, according to the maxmin allocation, therates of ows in F bbest(l) are higher than those of owsin Fbest(l) � F bbest(l) whose bottleneck links are else-where on their routes other than l [3]. A new stater(l) is de�ned for l.r(l) = maxfCbest(l)� �f2Fbest(l)�F bbest(l)r(f)jF bbest(l)j+ 1 ; Cbest(l)jFbest(l)j+ 1gIf a new ow f0 is routed through l and l is the bottle-7Note that the monitoring as well as other link operations isin fact done by the node in charge of the link.

neck link of f0, r(l) is an approximation of the band-width allocated to every ow in F bbest(l)Sff0g.At every node in the network, the link state algo-rithm collects all r(l); l 2 E. When a new ow f0 ar-rives, the source routing is done by using the Bellman-Ford algorithm to �nd a path p which maximizes thesmallest r(l) on the path, i.e. to maximizeminl2p fr(l)g.If there are multiple such paths, choose one whichmaximizes the second smallest r(l), and so on. Thisprocedure continues until a single path is found or apre-determined maximum allowable length has beenreached.4.4 Dynamic Bandwidth AllocationThe bandwidth allocated to a ow changes as otherows join and leave the network dynamically. Thesource of a ow must adjust its data rate according tothe network dynamics. The dynamic bandwidth allo-cation is used to adjust on the y the bandwidth ofall ows and inform the sources to change their datarates accordingly. The design requirement of dynamicbandwidth allocation is that, given any initial state, itmust be able to converge to the maxmin allocation in�nite time if there is no further arrival of new ows andno further leave of existing ows. Anna Charny et al[5] proposed a distributed algorithmwhich ful�lls sucha requirement. We modify the algorithm in order tomaintain F bbest(l) and r(l) at each link l and thereforeprovide the information needed by the approximationalgorithm in Section 4.3. The value r(l) will be sent toevery router in the network by the link-state algorithmfor the purpose of maxmin routing.1. The source of each ow f sends out forward con-trol messages, RM cells in the ATM context, alongits route periodically to determine the expectedmaxmin bandwidth. The rate of control messagesshould be bounded by certain low percentage ofthe average data rate.2. When a link receives a forward control message,it assigns bandwidth Cbest(l)� �f2Fbest�Fbbest(l)r(f)jF bbest(l)j tothe message 8 and forwards the message to the8In the above formula, we ignore the bandwidth consumed bythe control messages for the purpose of simplicity. Readers arereferred to [5], where the tra�c volume of control messages areconsidered.9



next hop on its route. By traversing every link onits route, the forward control message keeps thesmallest assigned bandwidth, and the link whichassigns such a bandwidth is also kept as the bot-tleneck link.3. When the destination receives a forward controlmessage, it turns the message around as a back-ward control message which traverses back alongthe route to the source.4. When a link receives a backward control messages,it checks whether it is the bottleneck link for thisow. If it is, F bbest(l) = F bbest(l) + ffg; otherwise,F bbest(l) = F bbest(l)�ffg. r(l) is recomputed whennecessary.5. When the source receives a backward control mes-sage, it adjusts the data rate according to thesmallest assigned bandwidth carried back by themessage. 95 Integrated Packet SchedulingWe propose an integrated hierarchical packet schedul-ing scheme which provides the network support forboth QoS and best-e�ort ows.5.1 Design GoalsWhen there exist many concurrent ows in the net-work, it is crucial that the limited bandwidth and otherresources are shared e�ectively and fairly among allcompeting ows. We have two design goals for thescheduling of data packets:1. Guaranteeing QoS: The bandwidth require-ment B(f) must be guaranteed for each f 2 Fqos.The total bandwidth needed by the QoS ows onlink l is Cqos(l) = �f2Fqos(l)B(f). The QoS guaran-tee is provided in a use-or-lose-it sense: A band-width of B(f) is guaranteed for f (2 Fqos(l)) aslong as the incoming data rate of f is high enoughto consume it; however, the reserved bandwidthfor the current moment, if not used, will not be9If the assigned bandwidth is much greater than the currentdata rate, the source may choose to increase the data rate grad-ually in order to avoid oscillation or temporary overloading ofthe bottleneck link.
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best-effort flowsQoS flowsFigure 2: two-level hierarchical schedulingadded up to the bandwidth entitled to be used forthe next moment.2. Ensuring fairness: After the bandwidth for theQoS ows is taken o�, the rest of the bandwidth,Cbest(l) = C(l) � �f2Fqos(l)B(f), is shared equallyamong all ows in Fbest(l). Each best-e�ort owis entitled to the same share of bandwidth as anyother best-e�ort ow on the link. A ow mayreceive a less share due to insu�cient input databecause of an upstream bottleneck link.5.2 Hierarchical SchedulingWe propose a hierarchical scheduling algorithm whichachieves the two design goals. Our algorithm is similarto the one proposed by Bennett and Zhang [2]. How-ever, it is tuned toward the speci�c needs raised by theco-existence of QoS ows and best-e�ort ows.5.2.1 OverviewA packet scheduling algorithm operates on each indi-vidual link l. The algorithm is a two-level hierarchy asshown in Figure 2. On the �rst level, the link capac-ity is divided between two logical scheduling servers:the QoS server and the best-e�ort server. The ca-pacity of the QoS server is Cqos(l) = �f2Fqos(l)B(f),and the capacity of the best-e�ort server is Cbest(l) =C(l)� �f2Fqos(l)B(f). The values of Cqos(l) and Cbest(l)change when the ow set Fqos(l) changes. On thesecond level, the QoS server schedules the ows inFqos(l) and the best-e�ort server schedules the owsin Fbest(l). The QoS server guarantees that every owf in Fqos(l) receives a bandwidth of B(f). The best-e�ort server makes sure that every ow in Fbest receivesan equal share of Cbest(l) according to maxmin band-width allocation.10



5.2.2 QoS ServerThe QoS server must maintain two invariants.I1. The capacity of the QoS server, Cqos(l), must be�f2Fqos(l)B(f) at any time. Whenever a new QoSow f joins in Fqos(l), Cqos(l) must be increasedby B(f) immediately; whenever an existing QoSow f leaves Fqos(l), Cqos(l) must be decreased byB(f).I2. 8f 2 Fqos(l), the QoS server assigns a bandwidthno less than B(f) to f , regardless the dynamicsof the network state.5.2.3 Best-e�ort ServerThe best-e�ort server has two properties.P1. The capacity of the best-e�ort server, Cbest(l),is always equal to the link bandwidth left overby the QoS server. When a new QoS ow joinsand thus Cqos(l) increases, Cbest(l) must decreaseaccordingly; when an existing QoS ow leavesand thus Cqos(l) decreases, Cbest(l) must increaseaccordingly10P2. The best-e�ort server distributes its capacityCbest(l) fairly among all ows in Fbest(l). Anytwo ows whose packet queues remain back-loggedshould receive the same share of bandwidth. Theows whose queues are not back-logged receiveless bandwidth which is equal to the incomingdata rate.5.3 ImplementationThe implementation of the hierarchical scheduling al-gorithm consists of three parts: (1) scheduling withinthe QoS server, (2) scheduling within the best-e�ortserver and (3) scheduling between the two servers.// two-level hierarchical scheduling on link lwhile true do(1) a packet n is selected from ows in Fqos(l)by the QoS server(2) a packet m is selected from ows in Fbest(l)by the best-e�ort server(3) select n or m for transmission by top scheduler10Note that Cqos(l) has an upper bound (�C(l), where � < 1and C(l) is the overall link capacity) as speci�ed in Section 2.

Referring to Figure 2, (1) and (2) are the second-levelschedulings; (3) is the �rst-level scheduling. All threeparts can be implemented by the weighted fair queuing[8].5.3.1 Scheduling within QoS ServerAssume the invariant I1 (Section 5.2.2) always holds,i.e., the capacity of the QoS server, Cqos(l), is always�f2Fqos(l)B(f). How to maintain such a capacity in adynamic network is discussed in Section 5.3.3. Weimplement the scheduling within the QoS server bythe weighted fair queuing as follows.1. A packet queue is maintained for each ow f 2Fqos(l). The arrival packets are inserted into thequeue in the FIFO order. A timestamp tiqos iscalculated for the ith arrival packet.tiqos  maxfVqos; ti�1qos g+ spiB(f)where Vqos is the reference virtual time [2] of theQoS server, spi is the length of the packet, ti�1qos isthe timestamp of the (i � 1)th packet and B(f)is used as the weight. See Table 3 for a quickreference to the notations introduced here and inthe following paragraphs.Vqos is a variable maintained by the QoS server,keeping track of the timestamp of the last trans-mitted packet from Fqos(l). It is used to deter-mine where the timestamp of a new or resumedQoS ow should start. Note that there is a singlevariable Vqos used by all ows in Fqos(l).2. The scheduling among ows in Fqos(l) is basedon the timestamps. Whenever the QoS server be-comes idle, the packet with the smallest times-tamp among all queues is selected for transmis-sion.The above weighted fair queuing assigns bandwidth toows based on their weights. The bandwidth receivedby f 2 Fqos(l) is equal to B(f)�f 02Fqos(l)B(f 0) � Cqos(l) =B(f)Cqos(l) � Cqos(l) = B(f), if all ows are back-logged.Hence, the invariant I2 holds. Readers are referred to[2, 8, 21] for the detailed study of fair queuing.11



ai the arrival time of the ith data packetspi the size of the ith packet in term of number ofbitstiqos the timestamp assigned to the ith packet bythe QoS server for scheduling within the servertibest the timestamp assigned to the ith packet bythe best-e�ort server for scheduling within theserverT iqos the timestamp assigned to the ith packet bythe QoS server for scheduling between the QoSand the best-e�ort serversT ibest the timestamp assigned to the ith packet bythe best-e�ort server for scheduling betweenthe QoS and the best-e�ort serversVqos the reference virtual time of the QoS server,keeping track of the timestamp of the lasttransmitted packet from Fqos(l)Vbest the reference virtual time of the best-e�ortserver, keeping track of the timestamp of thelast transmitted packet from Fbest(l)Table 3: Additional notations for the hierarchicalscheduling5.3.2 Scheduling within Best-e�ort ServerAssume the property P1 (Section 5.2.3) always holds,i.e., the capacity of the best-e�ort server, Cbest(l), is al-ways equal to C(l)� �f2Fqos(l)B(f). How to achieve thiswill be discussed shortly. We implement the schedul-ing within the best-e�ort server by the weighted fairqueuing as follows. The property P2 is achieved byassigning an equal weight to every ow.1. A packet queue is maintained for each ow f 2Fbest(l). The arrival packets are inserted into thequeue in the FIFO order. The weight of each owis 1. A timestamp tibest is calculated for the itharrival packet of f .tibest  maxfVbest; ti�1bestg+ spiCbest(l)=jFbest(l)jVbest is a variable maintained by the best-e�ortserver, keeping track of the timestamp of the lasttransmitted packet from Fbest(l). Vbest is used asa reference virtual time of the server to determinewhere the timestamp of a new or resumed best-e�ort ow should start.2. The scheduling among ows in Fbest(l) is based on

the timestamps. Whenever the best-e�ort serverbecomes idle, the packet with the smallest times-tamp among all non-empty queues is selected fortransmission.We have three observations about the above schedul-ing.O1. Those ows whose queues remain back-logged re-ceive the same share of bandwidth from the best-e�ort server because they have the same weight of1.O2. There may exist ows with empty queues due toinsu�cient incoming data packet rate, which mayresult from an upstream bottleneck link. Theseows consume less bandwidth than the others sim-ply because at times there are no packets in thequeues for scheduling. Because the queue is notback-logged, the outgoing data rate, which is theactual bandwidth consumed, must be equal to theincoming data rate.O3. Our scheduling is work-conserving, which meansthe capacity of the best-e�ort server will be fullyutilized as long as there are back-logged queues.Additional exibility may be achieved by assigningdi�erent weights to di�erent types of ows. Someinteractive ows demand relatively small bandwidth.However, the instant bandwidth availability is criticalto their performance. Examples are distributed gamessuch as playing chess or cards over the Internet. Someother ows are relatively bandwidth-insensitive. Ex-amples are non-interactive video retrieval and large �letransmissionworking in the background. We can mod-ify the scheduling of the best-e�ort server by classify-ing the ows into di�erent categories, to each of whicha di�erent weight w is assigned. The timestamp cal-culation becomes tibest  maxfVbest; ti�1bestg + spiw . Theows with larger weights receive more prompt serviceand/or larger bandwidth shares. For the most criticalows, a special timestamp of �1 is assigned to every oftheir packets so that the packets will always be trans-mitted before those of other ows.5.3.3 Scheduling between Two ServersThe QoS server and the best-e�ort server are logi-cal servers using the same physical link. When bothservers have packets to send, we must select one12



of them for the actual transmission. We want thescheduling between the two servers satis�es the in-variant I1 (Section 5.2.2) and the property P1 (Sec-tion 5.2.3), i.e., the QoS server receives a capacity of�f2Fqos(l)B(f) and the best-e�ort server receives a ca-pacity of C(l)� �f2Fqos(l)B(f).The weighted fair queuing is used again, where thetwo servers are modeled as two logical ows, whosepackets are from the physical ows in Fqos(l) (Fbest(l))sorted by the timestamps. Let the weight of the QoSserver be Wqos = �f2Fqos(l)B(f) and that of the best-e�ort server be Wbest = C(l)� �f2Fqos(l)B(f). Wqos andWbest are not �xed in the run-time; they change whenFqos(l) changes.1. The ith packet selected by the QoS server is as-signed a timestampT iqos  maxfVlink; T i�1qos g+ spiWqoswhere T i�1qos is the timestamp assigned to the (i�1)th packet selected by the QoS server. Vlink willbe explained shortly. The ith packet selected bythe best-e�ort server is assigned a timestampT ibest  maxfVlink; T i�1bestg+ spiWbestwhere T i�1best is the timestamp assigned to the (i�1)th packet selected by the best-e�ort server.Vlink is a variable maintained by the physicallink,11 keeping track of the timestamp | T iqos orT ibest depending which server the packet is from| of the last packet transmitted by the physicallink. Vlink is used as a reference virtual time ofthe link to determine where the timestamp shouldstart when a packet arrives at an empty QoS orbest-e�ort server,2. When both servers select packets, the packet withthe smaller timestamp will be transmitted.The bandwidth received by the QoS server isWqosWqos+Wbest � C(l) = WqosC(l) � C(l) = Wqos =�f2Fqos(l)B(f), and the bandwidth received by the best-11In more precise words, by the node in charge of the link.

e�ort server is WbestWqos+Wbest � C(l) = Wbest = C(l) ��f2Fqos(l)B(f).5.3.4 OverheadWe study the per-packet computational overhead ofour algorithm. For scheduling within the QoS server,�nding the smallest timestamp among all ows inFqos(l) takes O(logjFqos(l)j), if a balanced binary treesuch as a heap tree is maintained. For schedul-ing within the best-e�ort server, �nding the smallesttimestamp takes O(logjFbest(l)j). For scheduling be-tween the QoS server and the best-e�ort server, �nd-ing the smaller timestamp takes O(1). Two times-tamps, tiqos and T iqos or tibest and T ibest, are calculatedfor each packet, which takes a small constant time.Therefore, the total overhead for scheduling a singlepacket is O(logjFqos(l)j + logjFbest(l)j), which is rea-sonably small and comparable to the time complexityO(logjF (l)j) of the single-level fair queuing scheduling.6 ConclusionWe presented several possible algorithms for routingand scheduling which allow coexistence of QoS andbest e�ort ows in future high-speed networks. Ournetwork routing algorithms took into account stateimprecision in routers, maxmin bandwidth allocation,and existing link state information. Our scheduling al-gorithms enforced e�ective and guaranteed bandwidthallocation for QoS ows, and fair sharing of bandwidthfor best e�ort ows.In summary, our integrated routing and schedulingframework allows for� bandwidth QoS routing when intermediate nodescarry imprecise state information which is a real-istic assumption in current and future networks.� �nding a best-e�ort route according to fairness-throughput performance relation. This type ofrelation optimizes the maxmin bandwidth alloca-tion, hence with our maxmin routing algorithmwe �nd a route which will be optimized accordingto the maxmin bandwidth allocation.� approximation algorithm to �nd best-e�ort routesaccording to maxmin bandwidth allocation usinglink states only.13
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